
Ms Garry 

1st Year English  

 Short Story (they have been given instructions).  
 They can choose to write either a formal or informal letter, they know the structure.  
 Choose a book, read it and write a review of it.  
 I will put more work on Edmodo for them next week.  

2nd Year English  

 I put instructions on Edmodo for them this morning, to write a short story using a link to a 
website.  

 I also want them to finish their CBA work and their cue cards for recording when we return. 
They can practice and time themselves at home.  

 I will add more work on Edmodo for them next week.  

3rd Year English  

 Any students who are not finished writing and redrafting their CBA’s need to continue 
working on those and send me the work as it’s done.  

 They have to complete one full paper in their exam papers.  
 They also can revise their film, two novels and play. Students have notes and exam questions 

from papers to do this.  
 I will be putting more work on Edmodo next week.  

TY English  

 I have given the lads a play to read and annotate.  
 They will be given further work on Edmodo.  

5th Year English  

 The lads have been given an audio version of King Lear to listen to and make notes on. It is 
available on Edmodo for them.  

 I will be posting poems for them to annotate and questions to answer on Edmodo next 
week.  

 They can use online exam papers to answer comprehension and composition questions.  
 Using online exam papers, answer single text exam question on The Handmaid’s Tale.  

5th & 6th Year LCVP  

 I will be in contact with the lads via email about their work.  
 6th Years know to work ahead with online exam papers.  
 5th Years will be editing portfolio items as well as practising exam questions.  
 I will email links to notes for both classes.  

 


